DIVISION MEMORANDUM
No. 301, s. 2020

June 23, 2020

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS RELATIVE TO THE ORIENTATION ON THE
INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE COMMITMENT AND REVIEW FORM (IPCRF) DATA
COLLECTION SYSTEM FOR SCHOOL YEAR (SY) 2019-2020

To: SGOD Chief
Division RPMS-PPST Focal Person
SEPS-HRD
EPS II-HRD
Division ITO
Public Schools District Supervisors
Public School Heads
Public School ICT Coordinators

1. This is in reference to Division Memorandum Number 297, s. 2020, re:
Orientation on the IPCRF Data Collection System for SY 2019-2020 and the
Updates emailed by the BHROD on the prescribed electronic IPCRF for 2019-

2. The participants are required to download and follow the links attached therein
for reference and guidance during the orientation.

3. For your information, guidance and compliance.

CRISTY C. EPE
Schools Division Superintendent

06-23-20

Records Section
RECEIVED
JAN 5 2021
Download the prescribed electronic IPCRF SY 2019-2020:
http://deped.in/IPCRFEncode20192020

Important note:
Kindly disregard all files released and/or downloaded before 04 May 2020.

Links for RPMS SY 2019-2020 Materials

🔗 All RPMS-related Materials
http://deped.in/RPMSPPSTSY20192020

🔗 IPCRF for Proficient and Highly Proficient Teachers
(Kindly disregard all previously-released files. This link contains the latest prescribed file.)
http://deped.in/IPCRFEncode20192020

🔗 Updated RPMS Manual
http://deped.in/RPMSManualver2019

🔗 Proficient and Highly Proficient RPMS Tools
http://deped.in/RPMSYITOOLS2019